Pigment of the Month:

Face Inks Cherry Cola
only $22, regularly $27

It’s finally Spring! The Cherry Blossoms are blooming and Face Inks Cherry Cola is flying off the shelf!
Why? Because, it is extremely popular for:

• Hair stroke and powder eyebrows
• Micro-Stroking (Micro-Blading)
• Scalp Micro-Pigmentation

Cherry Cola is a deep, warm based brown that maintains its warmth in the scalp and in Micro-Stroking, where it is difficult to
achieve. When Cherry Cola is used straight it may heal a bit cooler, depending on the client’s complexion or Fitzpatrick.
Always place your color on the area you are working and allow it to dry. If you see it requires more warmth add drops of
Cocoa or Henna. This will make it both warmer and/or brighter.
Needles:
Cherry Cola has gained popularity with small needle configurations:
Single Needle
Single Micro
3-Micro
All Micro-Stroking (Micro-Blading) needles
Topical Anesthetics:
I pre-numb brows and scalps with 4-5% Lidocaine for 20 minutes. I proceed to make my sketch on the eyebrows and then
very swiftly apply 3 layers of the following for complete comfort. I call this my swift triple play.
Layer 1: Duration Ultra and Magic (mixed together ½ and ½)
Layer 2: Apply a thin coat of Super Trio
Layer 3: Apply a thin coat of Vaseline.
Immediately wipe them all off and proceed. It is incredible how quickly this layering takes effect. I may reapply my triple
play another time through the procedure if I see my client is becoming uncomfortable.
I place small amounts of Super Trio and Vaseline on the back of my glove so I can swipe and wipe very quickly or place them
in the small areas of my sweetheart ring.
Sweetheart Rings are the best invention since sliced bread! Wearing these rings will save your neck and shoulders from
aching after a busy day. No more reaching over to your table for your pigment and topical anesthetics. You will feel the
difference after just one day of use. Be sure to order a few today!!!

Introducing the NEW Beau Brow Balance Kit!
Beau Institute, along with our talented instructor, Maria DiSantis, have
developed one of the best and most complete eyebrow kits in our profession.
Teaching primary classes on a regular basis, our trainees have provided us with
all of their needs and wishes in assisting them to create the easiest and most
beautiful eyebrows. Packed with several measuring tools and written
instructions, perfect and gorgeous eyebrows have never been easier.
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